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Summary:
The availability of a large number of Digital Television Channels makes the process of
program selecting quite difficult and cumbersome. Users tend to move from channel to
channel without spending much time watching each of the programs. Recommendations
systems based on user profiles and usage partners are important tools to help content
providers propose their community of clients programs that may help creating a list of fans.
Besides client satisfaction, another crucial business aspect for content providers is revenue
based on advertisement. However, in order to make a better impact, ads must cater to the
varied tastes of viewers. Recommendation systems that can assist sponsors to suitably
place their ads among the variety of TV programs and ensures the ads reaching the
intended audience effectively is then another important application of recommendation
systems. Aspects to take into account include usually program/ad content, viewers’
interests, sponsors’ preferences, program timing and program popularity.
These systems can be broadly classified as (i) content based systems - that use machine
learning techniques to select items based on the similarity between the content of items and
the preferences of users; (ii) collaborative filtering based systems – that use the
preferences of a group of similar users to make a recommendation to a new user whose
interests match with the group (content is then recommended on the basis of user similarity
rather than item similarity); (iii) Integrated based systems - that use the knowledge of both
users and content to make a recommendation.
The work to be developed includes the analysis of the on-going work in this area and the
development of a solution for a Personal Television system.
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